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I will have only one boss. You will be the boss – declared Rafał Trzaskowski

in Gorzów Wielkopolski, where he emphasized that as president he would

be guided by “his own insight, his own reason and what people will tell

him.”

Trzaskowski at a meeting with the inhabitants of Gorzów Wielkopolski

emphasized that a!er the presidential election there will be two options:

the first assumes that it will be as it is today. – Then we will have a

president who, a!er dark, will sign everything that Jarosław Kaczyński

suggests to him – he noted.

– There will be times when there will be an attack on local government,

where there will be an attack on free media, where the attack on Polish

teachers and Polish teachers will continue – he exchanged. – These will be

times when everyone who thinks di"erently, looks di"erently, has di"erent

views, will be attacked all the time – said Trzaskowski. – But we have

enough of such times – he noted.
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>> Special tvn24.pl election website

“Imagine such times”

The second option – as Trzaskowski said – are times when there is no

longer PiS president Jaroslaw Kaczyński on the Polish political scene.

“Imagine times when the phone no longer rings in the President’s O"ice in

the middle of the night from one and the same person, and imagine times

when we have a truly independent president who listens to citizens and

not his political party,” said Trzaskowski. – Today we need a strong, hard,

independent president who will be able to look at the authorities in his

hand – he emphasized.
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Trzaskowski caught in the crowd of people the cries of a man who asked

him for a “guarantee” of independence. – You are absolutely right that you

ask questions about the guarantee. The guarantees are very simple: I make

it clear that anyone who wants to work in the president’s o"ice will have to

submit a party ID. I guarantee you one thing, straight in the eye saying this:

at night I will sleep with my wife, and not sign a bill I have not read – he

said.

Trzaskowski: I will sleep with my wife at night instead of signing the

billTVN24

Trzaskowski: you will be my boss

Trzaskowski criticized the incumbent Andrzej Duda for his addiction to Law

and Justice – the party he comes from. – The president is able to speak

with the voice of only one party and we di"er in this – said the candidate

KO. – I will have only one boss, you will be the boss – said Trzaskowski to

those gathered in Gorzów Wielkopolski. They answered him with shouts:

“Poland is all for Rafał”. – Today we must mobilize all those who want to

support the change, so that each of them appears at the ballot boxes –

argued Trzaskowski. He assured that all laws that would reach him as

president would read and consult with citizens and trade unions. – Today,

the president does not consult almost anyone. You have to talk to
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entrepreneurs, trade unions, people. I will be guided by my own insight,

my own reason and what people will tell me – declared the candidate of

the Civic Coalition. “I will cooperate with the rulers where they propose

rational things,” he added.

Rafał Trzaskowski PAP / Lech Muszyński

According to Trzaskowski, “this Sunday (July 12) can be very e"icient.” – As

I say that a certain generation of politicians should move away from the

reins of power, that we all have enough of Jaroslaw Kaczynski, it sounds

like a certain spell, a dream that many of you share, but this is the strength

of the electoral card. If we are able to bring about change and become a

strong, independent president, then first of all we will deprive Mr. Jarosław

of the ability to make these daily calls and give the president blind laws to

sign – he explained.

“Head to head”

– If you will all be together, if you persuade more people who are hesitating

or want to stay at home, that everyone goes to the elections on Sunday,

then you can decide about this change – said Trzaskowski. – It’s really very

close. Colloquial speech is said head to head. Perhaps it is you, gathered

here, these several thousand people, will decide about this change. Now or

never, he said.

The KO candidate pointed out that “a few weeks ago it seemed that

everything was settled”. – Today is a great chance to win. It really is that

either now or maybe never – he argued.
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